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Ballot-Splitters Give
GOP Greatest Win
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Spirit Rousen Demos Retain Hold
Reading Hungarian Rebels Attend Rally On House, Senate
COP Today WASHINGTON
(UP)
Ballot-spliting Americans gave Dwight
Send Plea for Aid At
the greatest Republican
history
Six SJS song girls. Mr. Spardi. D.
yluterday, but kept Democrats in control of both houses of Congress.
and
Weekend To Eisenhower head the
only the second
leaving
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Rally Chairman ISTtoave
Hits Band, ASB ’Over

Eisenhower

The Night of the
staged reading from

Winter," a
the

novel

Rally Committee chairman Gary Waller yesterday levelled a heat- n _Davis Grubb, will be presented
ed blast at the San Jose State student body and the Spartan march- by
studio Theater Friday and Sating band for "lack of cooperation" in halftime activities at football
urday at 815 p.m.
games.
Waller, speaking before a meeting of the Student Council, said I The proceeds from the pnsduche was ’very disturbed" with the results of the cara stunts at last tion will augment funds for the
, Dr. Dorothy Kaucher Oral Readweek’s SJS-Denver Homecoming game.
ing Award.
lie praised card stunt coordi-Is--The novel concerns the struggle
nator Jim Currant for his efforts,
between innocence and evil. John
but told the Council cooperation
Harper, played by Bob Montilla,
from the rooting section and the
is a frightened but courageous
band was ’’definitely lacking."
boy who protects his secret and
The band, and new director
his sister as the hunter pursues
Roger Muzzy in particular, were
him along the Ohio River in West
the prime targets of the-obviously
Virginia during the hard times
agitated Rally Committee leader.
of the thirties. Barbara Morton
’We are the only school on the
portrays the little sister, Pearl.
West Coast that allows the band
Others in t h e cast include
to perform at halftime without
Sylvia Cirone as Willa Harper,
card stunts going on," Waller said.
Ron Stokes Ben Harper, Lee
He pointed out, however, that the
Devin as the preacher. Grant Salzband had gone over its alloted
man as Uncle Birdie. Joyce Osborn
time at the Homecoming game,
as Icey Spoon, Christopher Brown
leaving Curnutt with only four
as Walt Siloon, Shirley Ahern as
minutes to direct the card stunts.
Rachel Cooper and Leslie RobinCurnutt was still directing
son as Ruby: James Dunn is narcard stunts after the third quarter
rator. He assisted with the adapGARY
WALLER
of the game had started.
... on The Attack tation from the novel.
Waller also told the Council
that he had suggested that the
SJS band play the Alma Mater
after the game, instead of during
the halftime, but that the suggestion had not been carried out.
"It’s hard for the students to
sing the Alma Mater while they
Dr. Milton Silverman, science editor of the San Francisco Chronare holding cards for the card
icle, will speak on "The Nest Ten Years in Science" tonight at 8
stunts," he added.
The Council concurred that o’clock in the Concert Hall of the Music Building.
Sponsored by the Natural Science Division, Dr. Silverman will
Curnutt had been doing a good
job with the card stunts, despite be the second speaker in a series of lectures and symposia presented
these "adversities", a nd agreed by the various academic divisions of SJS in observance of the yearIong Centennial celebration.
that the time for the Alma Mater
was after the game. as is the case
Dr. Silverman, who claims to
have the most exciting job in the
in most West Coast colleges and
world
covering scientific reuniversit ies.
search, is a native San Franciscan.
Waller concluded by telling the
He received his A.B. degree from
Council that the Rally Executive
Statiftird Univertity, his’ MA.
Committee is trying to work out
from the University of California,
some solution to the problem.
Interviews for counselors at his Ph.D. in biochemistry from
In other business yesterday, the
Spartacamp, to be held March 9 Stanford.
Council:
1. Appointed Bill Blum as chair- and 10, 1957, will be conducted
Besides doing his own laboraman of the Seliah Pereira Blood near the end of this month, Bud tory research in bacteriology.
Fisher,
committee
chairman
anDrive Committee, .
biochemistry and the develop2. Appoirted Lois Pfeiffer to nounced yesterday.
ment of new drugs. Dr. SilverExact dates for the interviews
the public relations sub-committee
has served as research aswill be given next week. "It is the man
of the Centennial Committee.
sociate at the University of Cal3. Appointed ’Dick Robinson as hope of the committee," Fisher ifornia Medical School.
chairman of the Public Relations said, "that as many organizations
A trained reporter as well as
Committee, replacing Bruce Car- and committees on campus as poster who resigned recently to take sible will be represented this a trained scientist, Dr. Silverman
over the presidency of the Sopho- year by counselors and campers." has been in newspaper work since
Spartacamp is the annual 1928. In the Spring of 1955, he
more Class,
4. Appointed Bob Hos f eldt workshop for the discussion of was one of three journalists to
win the 1954 Lasker Medical Jourchairman of the Campus Chest leadership problems.
Drive.
Techniques used on a national nalism Award, made annually by
5. Moved to start Council meet- basis are carefully studied and the Lasker Foundation for outstanding contributions in Medical
ings at 2:35 p.m. on Tuesdays, in- applied at the camp.
stead of 2:30 p.m.
Doug Williams, camp director reporting. He won his award (or
this year, plans to present topics an article in the Saturday Eventhat will "fulfill the needs of as
many people as possible."
Originated In the Fall of 1953

Science Editor To Talk
Tonight In Concert Hall

Students Plan
For March ’57
Spartacamp

Flight Course
To Start Here

San Jose State’s Air Force
ROTC unit has been selected by
the Air Force as one of the colleges where flight training will be
included in the regular AFROTC
curriculum, according t o . Lt.
Charles Rasley, assistant professor of Air Science.
The SJS program, however, is
still in the planning stages and
will not be implemented until
September 1958.
The course will consist of 35
hours of light plane training with.
out cost to the cadet.
It is designed to motivate more
cadets to an Air Force career and
will permit an earlier screening of
the cadets’ adaptability for flying.

Official Addresses
Engineers Tonight
Joseph Grass, engineering personnel administrator of Hiller
Helicopters, will explain to members of ’ the Institute of Aeornautical Sciences "What We Expect from the ’Aeronautical and
Engineering Graduates" tonight
at 8:30 o’clock in H44.

Temp. 80 Today
More of the game clear, fair
weather will be prevalent today.
according to t h e weatherman.
Temperatures will rise slightly
from yesterday’s high, ranging
from 72-80 degrees.

Spartacamp has since been held
in the Winter of 1955 and
Spring of 1956. It is held at
Axiltttttar, The March 9 and 10
meeting will be the fourth annual spartacamp.
The Spartacamp Committee
which plans the agenda for the
forthcoming program will meet

Tuesday in Room 2 of the Women’s Gym. "All interested students a re invited to attend,"
Fisher said.

Clubs Learn
Campus Rules
Approximately 50 of the college’s 135 on-campus organizations
were represented at the meeting
held Tuesday evening to acquaint
club officers with student and
administration rules on social
events. advertising, contests, and
money-raising activities.
Don Ryan, ASB vice president
and chairman of the Student Activities board, explained the student government’s regulations.
Bob Baron, assistant activities
officer, explained the regulations
Of the Activities Office.
Baron urged all groups attend.
ing to file the mimeographed
sheet with information on ,their
organizations with his office as
soon as possible. Organizations
not represented at the meeting
hould secure a sheet from the
Student Activities Office, Room
114.

NO. 32

VIENNA-t’Pt The ernbat.
Sled Hungarian rebels appealed
directly to President Eisenhower
today for aid against Soviet tanks
and artillery now attacking their
main stronghold.
A station calling itself "Rakoczy Radio" broadcast a report
that the Russians launched a mar,
sive assault at 3 a.m. against
Dunapentek, a big industrial city
south of Budapest. after t he
Hungarian patriots refused a sur-

five yell leaders will
exchange rally

spear-

presidential victory in

It was

time in history that a winning presidential

failed to carry either houses to victory with him.
for Stockton by bus town the , candidate
As of 4:45 p.m., EST yesterday, Democrats had won 228 House
Student Union this afternoon at
3:30 o’clock, Gary Wailer. Rally seats, four more than enough (or c.o:::oiln.dTichiedyedledloitnalnion,fe 233conteitestspub.for
Commit tee chairman, announced
limns had elected 197 and led in
s
today.
nine races for an indicated total
Thirty-eight students and two
t or 202.
advisers ssiil journey: to College
Present Rouse lineup:
230
of the Pacific for the rally. designDemocrats, 2u1 Republicans, 4
ad to promote spirit for the game
vacancies.
and cement the friendly relations
In the Senate contests, Demoemphasized Monday when Asti
crats elected 18 members and led
President Ray Freeman signed the
LONDON, Nov. 7 - IUP) - A in one state fir an indicated total
"non-aggression" pact with COP. shaky cease-fire ruled in the Midwith 31 holdovers, of ,50. This was
render demand
The Tigers were here last night dle East Wednesday, but it was
one more than enough to control.
It appealed to other freedom for their half of the exchange
clouded by uncertainties. which Republicans elected 16 senators
fighters to continue resisting.
The rally %sin follow COrei
could bring warfare again at any and led In one contest. With 30
It called on the free world to
example and be of the variety
time.
holdovers their projected total
send arms, food and medleal
show type. Song girls and veil
Prime Minister Anthony Eden was 46.
supplies. It said. "This is our
leaders Iron) the two colleges
Present Senate lineup: 49
said there was "’some shooting" in
message to re-elected President
will so through routines toPort Said Wednesday, but no Demoorrats, II Itepuhliesuut.
Eisenhower."
gether, as will Mr. Spardi antl
organized fighting. British and
SI,. visentiewer’s personal vie"In the name of all decent Tommy Tiger.
Hungarians," it said, "we ask
San Jose uill entertain with a French troops were in control and tors no er Adlal E. Stevenson
was iii,’ third greatest neetorthe millions of the world: Is free- threto piece combo, two coed voca- had taken top "defunsive positions’
dom sacred to you? It is to us. lists, two coeds doing modern along the Canal trom Port-Said to lial ll’ollege landslide In 17.5.
history and the biggest ever
Do you have women and children? ballet, a coed imitating Elvis south of Ismailia.
Egypt observed the ceasewon by Republican.
We have. Do you have wounded? Presley, the Gordon Brothers, a
But his flying coattails weren’t
We have.
singing comedy team, and addit- fire. Yet It nos insisting that
United Nations "policing" Of the ample enough to enable the GOP
NO BANDAGES, MEDICINE
ional acts.
War zone was not possible until to capture Congress.
"They are bleeding from hundMembers of the Rally ExecuAnglo-French and Israeli troops
Mr. Eisenhower won 91 states
reds of wounds and we have no tive Committee are going along
left Egyptian soil.
with 457 electoral votes. He needbandages or medicines. What shall for the rally. It will be held at
Israel made clear that it intend- ed only 266. Stevenson won six
we give our children when the last the Greek Theater on the COP
ed to hang on to some of the states with 66 electoral votes and
piece of bread is finished. By campus at 7:311 p.m.
everything that is holy- help us."
"There will be card stunts in Egyptian territory its army had was leading in Arkansas with
And In Its appeal to Mr. a rooting section of 5000 Satur- seized, very probably including eight for a projected total of 74.
Although the Demoerata Won
Eisenhower the radio said: "If day" said Waller. The Student the Gaza Strip. Israeli Premier
he supports the party of thg op- Affairs Business Office said there David Ben-Gorion said his country Congress, the battle for a mapressed In his new term, may
are still many tickets for the considered i t s 1949 armistice jority of the ’29 governorships
agreement with Egypt "irrevoc- at stake was a tossup.
all his steps be blessed."
game remaining.
’The presidential race had been
Rebel radio stations yesterday
The Rally Committee will spon- ably dead."
’,root, while adhering to the all over except for the detailed
claimed that Dunapentele was sor an exchange rally with Cal
completely in insurgent hands and Poly next week, going there Tues- cease-fire. declared she would not toting up since 1:20 a.m. Esr
that a Soviet attack was beaten day and hosting the Mustangs permit an international Police when Stevenson walked into a
jammed Chicages hotel room and
off and four tanks captured.
here a week from tonight, with force along her borders.
What Russia would do now conceded defeat with a plea for
RESISTANCE FLICKERS
an exchange scheduled with Fresno
was the biggest gallon of NIL
national unity in time of peril.
The tone of this morning’s State the following week.
MIIIICLA Iles flocked to .he EgypMr. Eisenhower responded with
broadcast seemed to indicate that
tian Embassy in Moll6COW fola message of gratitude to the
organized resistance is flickerlowing the radio broadcast of defeated Democrat. He told Steing. The .Allsoi transmitter was
venson "I greatly appreciate your
heard on the air for a few minutes
ElOOt’s +Waal for outside volunteers. Peiping Radio said 250, pledge of cooperation for the imafter all freedom stations had
000 Chinese also had volunteermediate future ttna for the four
been silent since late yesterday.
ed. How such volunteers would years that lie ahead."
Then at noon Radio Rakoczy
With the Democrats retaining
was heard three times appealDr. Clark Robinson, associate get to the Canal Zone was the
control of the Senate, it will be
ing for help. The broadcast bald
professor of education at the Uni. catch.
Twelve members of the United only the second time in history
the Russians used a brief Inter- versify of California at Berkeley,
ruption In the bombardment to will speak on "The Actelerated Nations have pledged troops to an that a wining presidential candicall on the population to surProgram at the University of Cal- International U. N. "police force" date did not carry at least one
render. TI,,’ demand was rejectifornia" tonight at 8 o’clock in to move into Egypt. None of the of the Rouses of Congress with
ed and the bombardment was
the Engineering Lecture Hall big powers were involved except him.
India and Canada. Two CommunThe last time was in 1848 when
Intensified.
E1181.
Zachary Taylor, a Whig. won the
The Soviet-controlled Budapest
Interested st idents and facility ist nations, Romania and Czech.
presidency but the. Democrats
Radio suddenly broke off its members are ihvited to attend the slavakia, filed offers today.
A U.N. official in Cairo said he took the Senate and House.
transmissions today in the middle California Student Teachers Asexpected the first elements of the
Mr. Eisenhower’s electoral vote
of a light music program. There sociation sponsored program.
was no explanation.
The CSTA Executive Board an- international force to anise with- margin was larger even than his
One of the Radio Rakoczy nounced that a new member-at- in a week. Canadian Maj. (’ten. 1952 victory user Stevenson when
broadcasts said:
large will be elected at the meet- E.L.M. Burns, nnmed commander the count was 442 to 89. Only
"Hungarian resistance fighters ing. Present candidates are Clara of the force, was negotiating with two other landslides have been
and patriots." it said. "Do not Lou Bond and Sally Jane Bako- Egypt and Britain to fly to Cairo greater Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
523-8 victory over Alf M. Landon
give up. Do not lay down your tich. Other nominations will he from Jerusalem.
IN RUSHES DETAILS
in 1936 and FDR’s 472-59 defeat
arms. We are still strong. We ,accepted.
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.. Nov. of Herbert Hoover in 1932.
can still resist."
7 - UP) --The General Assembly PRESIDENTIAL FIGURES
rushed to complete details on a
The presidential popular vote
police force to shore up the shaky at 4:55 p.m., I.ST yesterday:
Middle East peace Wednesday,
Eisenhower. 32.578,903; Steventemporarily sidetracking the Hun- son, 23,779,477; Eisenhower was
leading in 41 states having 457
Dr. Lawrence Mouat, professor garian situation.
U.N. Secretary Genforal Dag electoral votes; Stevenson in 7
Two showings of the new cam- of speech, will take three students
pus film, "AVietv from the Tower," I rom Dr. Dorothy Kaucher’s Harnmarskjold said he has begun states having 74 electoral votes.
will be held this afternoon in the storytelling class to San Fran- negotiation with Egyptian, Brit- Necessary to elect: 266
Educational Lecture Hall, Room cisco today to give a program ish and French authmities to arThe vote was from 140,347 of
55 at 3:30 and 4 o’clock. The for the crippled children at range for the stationing of the 154.865 precincts.
U.N. Forces.
showings are open to students and Shriners’ Hospital.
Eisenhower had 57.8 per cent of
faculty members,
Those participating will be
the major party popular vote and
The new color film tells the Ariel Davis, Al Stoner and DarStevenson 42.2 per cent.
NEHRU NOT SURPRISED
story of life on the San Jose State lene Voorhees. This is a monthly
NEW DELHI, INDIA iLcPl
- - College campus. It includes slim- project rhich is good experience Indian Prime Minister Jawaharpees of instruction work in all and emotionally rewarding for lal Nehru said teday that the redepartments as well as recre- those telling the stories as well election of President Eisenhower
atlonal and other extra-curricula an for the children, according to was no surpriso. "Weil, it was so
activities.
Dr. Mouat.
expected," Nehru added.
WASHINGTON - UP)- President Eisenhower Wednesday summoned Republican and Democratic
Congressional leaders to a conference here tomorrow on the
crisis in the Middle East and
Eastern Europe.
Hc issued the summons for bipartisan cooperation only hours
after his landslide election victory over Democrat AdIal E.
Stevenson.
The White House said the con‘r.
ference does not involve plans to
call a special session of Congress
to egnsIder the use of U.S. troops,
"under eresent circumstances."
White House Press secretary
James c. Hagerty said the meetlog will include a "review" of
"
the Middle East and Central
mortte..,:---4-,1-,8,
- .
"serEuropean situations and
a
ious discussion of what actions
on
EGYPTIAN CAPTIVES-1 lone Israeli soldier
rumbled
sdnal I’.icnin’,uel.i S
can try and what der,sions we
guards Egyptian troupe capturnd in the Garat ?strip.
hots mit an end to lighting hetaecti the ts%oo nations,
Israeli estimates Egyrtlan losses at MOM kilted,
hot s Out sraho scar could break out it am Instant, have to make in the foitomo to
wounded and taken prisoner before resistance Informants s(i).

Cease-I4 ire

Seems Shaky

Cal Prof Speaks
At CSTA Tonight

Two Showings
Of Film Today

Invalids To Hear
SJS Storytellers

Ike Schedules
Crisis Meeting

DR. MILTON SILVERMAN
... Speaks Tonight

ing Post which described the first
experimental uses of the rauwolfia drugs in hypertension and mental diseases.
BEGAN AS SPORTS WRITER
Beginning as a sports writer
and working himself up to his
present position on the, science
desk of the Chronicle, Dr. Silver.
men was the first to report to
his readers such scientific advances as the development of the
atom-smashing cyclotron, the first
animal and human experiments
with "hot atoms," the discovery
Of Penicillin and the sulfa-drugs.
His book, "Magic in a Bottle,"
the story of the great drugs used
In medicine, has been reprinted
in England, France, Sweden, Fin.
tlainnda., Germany, Brazil and Argen-

I o tilt

e f.:e.enee

We

No Need Here
For Prop. 3
CARLINVILLE. Ill. (UP)-Students at little Blackburn College expect to finish construction
ot their sixth building this year
and are understandably proud of
the fact.
Blackburn has an enrollment of
nearly. 400. The youngsters, with
technical and academic leadership. do eserything from firing
the boilers in the heating plant
the cafeterias
to cooking food
Five of the existing eight
buildings on the campus were constructed by students, and the
sixth. a new scienee hall. is near
completion.

few

A modest $600 a year is about
all the student at Blackburn has
to pay besides the 15 hours a
week he or she contributes in
work.
Blackburn Is famous for its
’work and study" plan. aimed at
prosiding educational oprttinities to students who otherwise
would not be aisle to attend col-

Spaztatzaily

The could have won.
WASHINGTON
- (UP)
Don’t ask him to make a little
National Association of Travel
Organizations proposed today that speech.
Don’t even expect him to smile.
next week be designatacl as "Be.
Let the poor guy alone.
team
is
getting alternately Kind-To-Vacationing - Politicians
Week.’
laughed at and mauled.
Dear Thrust and Parry .
During this period, it said, anyFort:them and Loyola, to name
Just %%hen I thought Swanson Just two, dropped football when one encountering one of the reOAKLAND - UP) - Emerson
would join OConnor
under the they realized they no longer could cent campaigners should obserse
’
Lewis, Jr. 29, told police yester"representative" these [likes:
bed after that nightmare in Ari7 compete in
Don’t shake his hand.
day he wanted to teach his son
Jona back they came aith more fashion. The perils of complacency
Keep your babies beyond kiss- Joe to drive the family car benonsonsical gibberish.
have wrecked many once-proud
ing range.
cause "my license is suspended."
Both of these lads would make combos.
Don’t offer advice on how he
Joe is eight years old.
O’Connor
and
Swanson
appear
dandy yell leaders. Perhaps they
satisfied.
to be
It’s said there is
have missed their calling.
no hope for the satisfied man.
Actually% their latest sputterSo. we bid goodbye to these
logs destrve no answer. But one
cheering,
snow-white
loy alists.
final shot should be fired from
They’ll continue to paint glowing
this side.
pictures and shut out the facts.
O’Connor’s reasoning is as slip- But thrice beaten Denver has reshod a his spelling the misspelled turned to tell Coloradans about
Paul Wiggins name twice in his our woefully inept showing.
last how-wows I shall dismiss furMe? I’ll get my laughs filen
ther dueling by asking pointblank: watching Jackie Gleason. not this
Did he or did he not write that year’s football edition.
722-726 ALMADEN AVENUE
CY 3-8668
Hughes has the ability to push
Randie E. Poe
Wiggin out of the stadium? Lies
ASB 10649
given us a swooning pep talk, but
he is ducking the real issue.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Thursday, November 8, I 956
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Poe Pokes Again

EDITORIAL

IFC Preserves Fraternity Goals

Learns To Drive

Interfraternity Council, ruling and coordinating body for the 14
San Jose State fraternities, laid down the law in explicit and direct
terms last week. IFC took the stand that it you are going to have
rules then you ve got to live by them. A natural but often overlooked stand by goveraing bodies.

S...!S

Fraternities have gained their stature on the
campus through
, conscious efforts by
and the fraternities themselves to uphold ’
rules and standards. Principles of faternity life have been established
by presidents and chosen representatives of the 14 SJS fraternities.

IFC

LETTER MEN KNOW

Fraternities have upheld their place en college campuses by

LETTER
MEN

stressing more than the social aspect of college life. They participate
in scholarship, achievement and constructive activities designed to
enhance the reputation of the school as well as the fraternities.

A ’ow Engh Kticl sells tor $1545
and coos $9.96 weekly. Gets up
to 35 miles per gallon. Almost
any car ulI mke the necessry
down payment.

TROY LAUNDRY & Dry Cleaning

is to be commended for its "no compromise" stand on
recent fraternity violations. Violations. AS the group stated, canHe continues to laud SJS as a
not be condoned for one group without an unfair advantage spread "good" team. On the only known
over the law-abiding houses.
stand on maintaining supremacy pigskin
scale-- excellent.
good,
over individual fraternities also is praiseworthy..
fair. poor-- he rates SJS"good."
Of course, Interfraternity Council abides by fraternity criteria Let us not laugh. Rather. we
established by the National Interfraternity Conference. Thus, a long should feel tearfully sorry for
line of fraternity supervision and control is involved. But for our such sweet irresponsibility.
part,
proved its worth in providing strong, non-partisan
His hilarious companion-in-ribsupervision of
fraternities.
bon-wearing, Swanson. tells us

LITTLE MAN

B.P.

ON

CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler

As long as we continue to think
in this vein, we cannot hope for
improvement. This country’s most
notable achievements were not
made by namby-pambies who call
black white and bad good, but by
people who realistically dug to the
bottom of problems and honestly
voiced their convictions.

HARVEY CALAME
AUTHORIZED DEALER
CY 5-5960

Willow at Delmas

ENGINEERS!

TEM :M
cJ1=

PUZZLES

that by throwing out the first
quarter, we played Stanford on
even terms. We’ve talker! to the
officials. They refuse to throw out
the first quarter.

r

721

HERE ARE YOUR OLD GOLD

IFC’s

IFC has
SJS

!

If you want to GROA’
With the nation’s

Something obviously is wrong
with our team. Yet we are patted
on the head and told were really
not so bad. In the meantime, the

START
NOW!
WIN A
WORLD
TOUR
FOR TWO

LLi

9
CLUE: Thin midwest
by the
the Holy
Cross. A held house on the eampun here
is
football roach.

ANSWER

ANSWER

A ante

Name

San Jose State College

From there you go ahead
Getting promotions

Thru competitive eraminatIons.
There are many estre advantages
In a career helping to build
The CITY OF THE FUTURE.
A greater LOS ANGELES.
Discuss one of the brightest

"I MUSTARD Pacc 91405 CIASSES NAVE FliACrICALlY ()ma 7ii5 yEfraz!
with

Offered anywhere

Alfred Liff, Senior Civil Eresincer,
City of Lcs Angeles, who will be
On campus Friday, November 9,
1956.

Get details from the
Placement Office.

City of I os Angeles
Recruitment Division
Room 5, City Hall

Los Angeles

7,C,tOka
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"I WON’T WEAR A THING
BUT TOWNE AND KING!"

California (;rows Students Must
Most Vegetables Claim Agrards
Tiie Bureau
CHICAGO(UP
of Census of the U.S. Department
of Commerce recently released its
1954 figures on who grows the
most of what kind of vegetables
and where.
Of the 100 leading vegetablecounties in the United States, 21
were in California. 12 in Florida.
and eight each in New York,
Texas and Wisconsin.
Top grower of vegetables of all
kinds, in both acreage and value
of the produce sold, was Monterry County. That county produced 633 million worth of vegetables in 19M.

Twehe students have not picked
up their certificates of merit for
outstanding services in student
government according to Miss
Darlene Hart-is, Stiaknit
Union
secretary.
Students honored by the ASTI
a r e Ted Terzakis, Milton Von
Damm. Bob Weiss. Joy Achterberg, Bob Lindsay, Jeannette Furtado, Audrey flosford, Joan Paul- ,
son. Roberta Evans. Dick Aring- I
ton. Bob Becker and Al Mira.’
The certificates may be claimed
upon identification, Miss Harris
said.

Entered as second class ma,ler
April- 24, 1934, at San Jose, Calif.,
under the act of March 3, 1879,
Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Published daily by the Associated
Students of San Jose State College.
except Saturday and Sunday, during
the collage year with one issue during each final examination period.
Subscriptions accepted only on
remainder-of-school year basis. In
fall semester. $3: in Spring semester,
$1.50.
Telephone: CYpress 4-64I4Ed.
+oriel, Ext. 210: Advertising Dept.
Ext. 211.
Press of the Globe Printing Co.,
1445 South First St.. San Jose, Calif.

JOHN EKdEtPoLrINGER
Business Manager
JACK ERICKSON
Day Editor
JIM HUSHAW

AI.

II

$$$$$

AiWrens

?Aso
AsPA#

-4,
SNOWT3ANK, ALA., Sept. 10
Rated the fastest man on a
pogo stick since St. Vitus. Hector eircled his old man’s barn on
his bouncing broomstick in 714
sec. fiat, a new record Ifeet r ’s
hobbies are taxidermy. fiddlin’
and girls When interviewed. he
said modestly." ’Twornt nutter,’
I had a dry track." hector, a
7-color sweaterman. says To nella Sweater Shirts are his four
season favorite.
TOWNELLA Sweater Shirts:
premium quality imported
fibres, 6 California colors: S-M1.-Xl, 10 95. Crew yength isox
in matching colors; 10t4-13 -

.95. .
TOWNS AND KIND. LTD.

Coordinated knife ear
195 areardway, Redwood City. Coh/orrea

REE

Here’s a rare opportur..ty to get a real longlasting supply of fine
noon hniery Inn 1%,, fr" than you ever imaginrd, A regulAr $1 25
value hir ’wily $1.0(0-ri.a a spare. When you boy this package olfi
two pairs and two spare., you are actually !ceiling three pairs of fine,
nylon lem.. leke advantage of sha offer NOW._ Clip and mail the,
coupon brlow for fast rt, hvi ry,
DENISE HOSIERY tliff ROX 227, RF.ADING, PA.
Please vend me two paio and two spares of Lamisr Hosiery:
For this I am enck.ning 4200."

Nome

romMeted all 24 puzzle.

Hold until you hat.’ completed all 24 purnlim

YOU’LL GO FOR
OLD GOLDS

PUZZLE NO. 18

)612E1

Either REGULAR, KING SIZE or
Hu GREAT NEW FILTERS

Old Goldtrtaste terrific! The reason:
Old Golds give you the best
tobaccos. Natureripened tobaccos ...

rIEM=Alk
CLUE; A railroad magnate gaveStfion non
to help found thin Southern univer. it y.
Among inn alumni is writer Robert I enn
Warren.

SO RICH,
SO LIGHT,
SO GOLDEN
BRIGHT!

ANSWER
.Vorne
Address

Size

Length

--Stote

Dress Sheer
BeIge
Taupe

.:.

BOX 227. READING, PA.

DENISE HOSIERY

Stage_.

(*Ay

Flold until you hay completed

Il

24 putalem

1st Prize:

nIfli

BEST TASTE YET
IN A FILTER CIGARETTE
ist,n I,,,,, H
II...,

WORLD TOUR FOR TWO
or $5,000 CASH
2nd Prize. Trip to Paris
3rd-6th Prizes: Trips to Bermuda
7th-16th Prizes: RCA Hi-F sets Matk IV
17th-116th Prizes: Brooks Bros.
wardrobe certificates

ATTENTION FOOTBALL FANS!!
C.O.P. Game, Sat., Nov. 10

Leaving from the JOLLY INN -- 107 Keyes St. (at 10th).

Bus leaves the jolly Inn
.
Arrives at Stockton
Leaves Stockton for San Jose
Arrives back at the Jolly Inn

. 5:00 P.M.
. 7:30 P.M.
12:00 Midnight
.
2:00 A.M.

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE iERVED
SPACE LIMITED -- GET RESERVATIONS NOW
CASH FOR RESERVATIONS
NO CANCELLATIONS

Come in or phone: CYpress 5-9603
RAY AND VIV FIG0,141E

YOUR HOST AND HOSTESS

Business Sheer 1]
City

Stale

Round Trip: $3.50 Per Person -- $6.00 Per Couple

rthat’s Right Ladies! With Every
Two Pair You Get Two Spores ..

ens RECTOR LIIIERACNI, segestak dump.

City
College

allege

Go Greyhound to the S.J.S

SPEC/AL STOCK/016 OTTER/

Address
Mate

Ifiiid until ynu hVP

e
eeeee

first women’,

college

(

On. your own abilities

university in conducted
Coneregation of
a memorial to a great

CLUE: Established by a weallIty Bunton
lawyer. this Rehm.] was the
to have scientific laboratories.

Get the full story now.

Spartan Daily

PUZZLE NO. 17

ta

City

f nty salary range. $464$608

N RT

PUZZLE NO. 16

Fastest-growing Cy

Enginering careers

that good grooming
begins at ...

Inter-fraternity Council is the guiding spirit in these goals. It
sets up rules for rushing, social activities and other fraternity functions.
IFC sponsors an award banquet each spring to honor the top fraternites for scholarship and athletic achievement in the preceding year.
IFC Formal dnd Greek Week activities also arc sponsored by the
governing body.

IFC

GASOLINE
PRICES UP!

U1+-

aalielFOr

’Keep Baby Beyond Kissing !tangy.;
It’s Vacationing Politicians Week

THE JOLLY INN --- 407 KEYES
Down The Street From Spartan Stadium

Confidence Key for SJS Defenders Bronzan
WY

Favored
In Bell Battle
This Weekend

Patronize Your
Advortisers

"There is nothing wrong
with
our defense that a little confidence won’t fix," said Spartan
Football Coach Bob Bronzan yesterday afternoon in discussing his
charges and their chances of upsetting College of the Pacific Saturday night when the two clubs
meet in Stockton.
San Jose will enter the tilt with
a 17-9 advantage in the series
with the Tigers. Pacific has won
the past two games of the series
and with the victories gained Possession of the victory hell, awarded annually to the winning team.
By virtue of their impressive
record of five wins. one loss and
one tie. the Tigers have been installed as heavy choirs to whip
San Jose.
TRIER THREATS
f’ollege of the Pacific hos
pressed slth quick running bursts to the outside.
Bronzan referred to the past s number of top notch offensive threats but three Larscheld is the key to the Tiger offense. When
of
them,
Farrell
Funston
(left).
Jack
Larscheid
history of the series and pointed
Hick Bass, one of the 118times leading rushers
out that the pregame underdog (e’cuter). and Tom Perry will bear special natchIng. and Pacific All-Arnerican candidate, was inkired,
Funston, a conterted fullbiwk, is the fourth leadLarswiteid took over and COY followers hardly
has had remarkable success when ing revolver hi the nation while Perry has ins- base noticed the difference.
It comes to the final score. In particular, he mentioned SJS wins
in 1948. 1950. 1951 and 1953
against superior manpower from
Stockton.
"You can’t be too optimistic
and predict a win, but you never
can tell," he opined.
In discussing the defense of the
Boxing Coach Julie Menendez boy has. he won’t normally win the All-College winner of their
team, which has allowed, 31.5 was pleasantly surprised this week unless he is in shape. Naturally particular weight divisions.
points per game. Bmnzan figured when a pair of unexpected former it follows that the better shape
Any borer, for that matter,
that if the. Spartans had stopped San Jose boxers reported for the a boxer is in, the better he will may challainge the top man in
Denver the first time it got the V a rs i t y training drills which box," he said.
his division during the season.
ball, San Jose would have picked opened Monday.
If the challenger wins he earns
Menendez’s
charges
will
have
up some much needed inner. conGary Patrick, 165 pounder, just
plenty of time to * in condition the right to represent the colfidence . and would have done a out of the service, told Menendez
lege until he is challenged and
good job in bottling up the Pione- he would enroll for the Spring for the All-College tourney, still beaten.
over two months away.
ers.
semester and wanted to work out
Looking impressive in early
Bronzan exclaimed happiness with the team. Patrick was a
During this tournament, the workouts, t h e Spartans shoeld
over the return to form of team novice champ in 1952 and boxed boxers will vie for the starting once again be a national power
positions in each weight division. though there is a lack of any
captain Charlie Kaaihue and Jim on the varsity the same year.
Hughes. The work of the two
Mickey Maramonte was the If Stern and Chung return to real ’stars. Several could develop,
starting Spartan tackles high- other surprise returnee. He boxed San Jose next semester as ex- however, though this will happen
lighted a drill which Bronzan on the 1949 Spartan boxing team pected, they will have to challenge when the season opens in the ring.
termed excellent.
and is a 147-bounder.
With Hughes and Kaaihue back
Two glosemen who could be
in form and Prentis Porter and a great help to the team this
Tom Ryan ready to provide ample year are now in school. T. C.
reserve strength. the Spartan Chung, top 119-pounder on last
tackle situation is in its best shape year’s local ring team. is over
of the season.
at San Jose J.C. He tripped
Bronzan was elated with the over the hooks last semester
By DICK O’CONNOR
work of Niel ’Powell against Den- hut will he allowed back here
We were looking over a pro- in the development of middens
ver and figures that the bit wing- if he can maintain a ’C’ aver- gram. from. the San Jose State who will play, four years at San
man, who wis a third team All. age.
football team of 1954. Basically Jose State.
Coast pick last year, will be ready
Tom Stern, 1953 boxing ace, is it was the same program as that
In this regard, Stanford has 30
to pick up where he left off be- not yet out of the service and in use now. The thing that caught
fore being injured against Stan- Menendez has not heard from the our eye was that there were only members of the 1955 fresh team
on the varsity this year.
ford.
scrappy 165-pounder since he last four players on the squad
who
In Pacific, San Jose will come wrote saying he planned to re- are members of the team this
In fact the Stanford varsity
up against one of the strongest turn to SJS.
has only one man not a product
year.
teams on the Pacific Coast and
Drills are being held in the
Quite a turnover in talent in of the Frosh-Brave-Varsity pipeone which will be seeking to get Men’s Gym daily from 2:30-3:30
line used by Chuch Taylor.
just two years. The number of
back on the victory trail after p.m. Menendez is still coaching the
1954 vets would have been reThe lone exception is halfback
losing to Tulsa, 14-13, last week. soccer team and cannot devote
duced to three had not Pat Hi- Archie Schmidt, a JC transfer,
COP’s great running hack. Dick full time to his boxers. In Decemram sat out the 1955 season with who has been injured elf season.
Bass, has been reported out of the ber, longer workouts will be
an arm injury.
The same Is true at UCLA
game because of a sore knee hut scheduled._ ’
when. all but two of the memThe two that remain, Hank
who
Right
now
the
24
ring
aspirants
in his stead, Jack Larscheid,
bers of the varsity worked up
has been almost equally as sen- are going through intensive con- Sekoch and Jim [Niches, are
through the Red sanders farm
sational as Bass, has sparked the ditioning drills. Each man is re- products of the San Jose State
system.
quired to do a specified amount freshman squad. Only two other
Bengals.
of road work, calisthenics, shadow members of the 1956 varsity
There is hope. San Jose will
hosing, bag punching and sparring came up through the San Jose bring in the first crop of farm
each day. Menendez keeps a re- system. They are Bill :Bolden, system "livestock" next year.
cord of the amount of daily work and Tuck Ilabiey.
THINGS TI1AT HAVE PILED
Montero was a member of the ON TI1E DESK: At the recent
done by each boxer.
1954
fresh
and
IIalsey,
the
1953
"It’s a way of letting the boys
Olympic Boxing trial training sesSTUDIO
see Just what they are steam- fledglings. lialsey sat out the 1959 sions held at Spartan Gym, a
’dishing," the mentor said. On grid year with injuries.
handful of fans were treated to
A Challorunroi Drama
t h e subject of conditioning,
We went and had a talk with a fine boxing exhibition.
,,f Today’s Chem:ling Morals
Menendez said he would lune SJS froth coach Max Coley to
ROSERT
CHARLES
One of the warm up bouts put
the boxers in better condition see what is on the way up from Idaho State’s Harold Espy in
TAYLOR
COBURN
than at anytime during his pre- this year’s team.
against Wisconsin’s Orv Pitts.
"THE POWER
vious three year’s coaching here.
Max named eight players who Pitts, a light heavy, jabbed Espy
While coaching the Air Force should help the varsity next
AND THE PRIZE" team
at will in the first round but dethis summer, he felt he , year. Two are quarterbarks,
cided to slug it out in the second
learned the true importance of Mike Jones and Hog Weiland.
;AMP;
BARBARA
round. Espy found toe-to-toe slugAGNEY
STANWYCK
donditioning.
With three varsity quarterbacks ging more to his liking and what
"No
matter
how
much
skill
a
"THESE WILDER YEARS"
returning, the signal
calling
followed had the fans on their
spot should be no problem next
feet cheering for the remainder
year.
of the round. "
CALIFORNIA
Three others are interior lineThe third WAS the same sort
"THE FIRST TEXAN"
men, something that is in short of thing. The bell at the end of
Joel McCrea
supply this year. In fact, at the the round didn’t stop the battlers.
ALSO
Rollo Koivisto teamed up with present time, the varsity is down
Some of the Wednesday Night
THE
NIGHT"
’HOLD BACK
Art Lambert to lead the San Jose to five tackles.
Blue Ribbon pugilists should have
John PayneMona Freeman
Three of the five are converted taken notes on what an all out
water polo team to a decisive 18-9
victory over the Athens A.C. in guards. Tom Ryan and Nick San- effort is.
the Spartan pool last night.
ger are the only official roster
TOWNE
We also came across the all
Koivisto, making his finest ef- tackles.
,
time Santa Rose JC all-star footfort
of
the
year,
jammed
through
Whet we are getting at here ball team in that school’s paper.
"SECRETS OF THE REEF"
5 goals. It was an all-time scoring is that it looks like the freshman Looked like a starting lineup for
high for Koivisto, playing his last squad is starting to produce play"THE SEA AROUND US"
San Jose State.
Student Rates
year for the Spartans.
ers of varsity caliber.
The team included Mel Powell
Lambert maintained his whiteThe interior Ilnemen menhot scoring pace as he also pushed tioned by Coley as capable of of the present team and Charlie
through five goals. San Jose grids musing up are tackles Charley Hardy from the 1954 team, at
Tyrone Power : Kim Novak
bed a 7-1 half-time lead and was Ennis and Nick Nieholas, cen- ends. Bob Light. an SJS tackle in
"The Eddie Ductile Story"
never headed. It was the fifth ter Ron Ford anti guard Herb 1954 and P155 was one of the
Also
tackles.
straight victory for Charley Wal- Vosnasaki.
Special Feafurett
ker’s
charges.
The guards were Tom Louder
Student Rates
One other Sparatababe perforWalker used his entii e team in
hack, captain of the 1954 Spartan,
Ray
Norton
will
an effort to hold the score down, mer. halfback
and Dan sheuneeeey, a memb,
but even the reserves could not add speed to the backfield. Nor- of the 1955 squad.
be stopped as they accounted for ton is big and runs a bonafied
The backfield included Charlie I
four goals.
9.8 hundred. In fact the lanky
Brooks. a San Jose grid candidate
"BAD SEED"
Tech
ran
a
Dale Anderson and Roger Mc- lad from Oakland
1955 and Bill Maiming, a halfCandless each scored two goals 21 flat 200 meter race in last
back from the 1954 and 1955
"Ambassador’s Daughter"
for the winners San Jose now summer’s Olympic
has a 4-3 league mark.
Maybe things are looking up teams.

SIS Ring Stock Upped By
Two Surprise Candidates

Sounding Off

- Show Slate -

SJS Overwhelms
Athens A.C. 18-9

eally Report on Spartan
Thursday, November 8, 1956
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Do-Or-Die Battle
For ATO-KA.

Alpha Tau Omega goes to battle against Kappa Alpha at 3:50
p.m. today at the Willow Street
Park in a do-or-die contest. In
order to enter the fraternity intrarreiral playoffs one of the
teams must win.
The KA-ATO tilt ended in a
0-0 tie in the first game of the
season. All ties must be replayed
and, since each team has identical ’2-1 records, the loser will be
out of the playoffs. The Sigma
Chi squad will enter the playoffs
as the number one team if the
ATO’s win, and as the second
team if the KA’s win, since the
SX held a win over the ATO’s,
but lost to the KA’s
A meeting will be held at 3:30
p.m. today in Room 201 in the
Men’s Gym to discuss playoffs,
cording to Milt Stewart. chairm.,
of intramural athletics. A rep,.
sentative from each team in tll,
intramural setup must attend.
Stewart said.
The KA-ATO tilt will wind up
the American League, but the picture In the National League has

become complex since Theta Ch.
was removed from the league.
At present the SAE and DU
squads had the league %kith one
loss each, KT is third with two
losses. The SAE-DU game was
cancelled last week and must be
replayed. The league cannot be
settled until the game is played
off. as Use DU’s lost their game
to the KT’s and SAE topped the
Krs.
Today’s meting is expected to
settle the playoffs and to make
plans for a fraternity champion.
ship game in Spartan Stadium in
the near future.

"Even I know to
start Christmas
shopping now before
the Stieg line run out!"

The Beta Kappa
277 a. san !Fernando

SPARTAN BOOSTER
TOUR TO HAWAII
NOV. 29th via UNITED AIRLINES
(same flƒghi as the team!)
Tour Leader: FRANK SUMB, SJSC ’41
I I DAYS WITH COMPLETE TOUR $1119 n. tu
AIR TICKET only. $250.00 Round Trip
Cell for Free Folder
DALE JOHNSON TRAVEL SERVICE
Bank of America 11.,ilding
CT 2 53 I

Trot Signup Date
Written applications for Ind-pendent and fraternity runners for the 13th Annual Turkey Trot must he deposited in
Box "A" in the Student Union
before Friday, Nov. 16, accordInK to Jim Joy, Turkey Trot
ehainuan. The Alpha Phi Onw-

:Mt 30 ’SMART I
MAKEMYSELF SICK

San Jose Health Club
ONE YEAR FREE!
If these results are not 0E044114
within 60 days.

ga ment will be held Tuesda.
Nov. 20.

GAIN

REDUCE

3" on your CHEST
2" on your ARMS
2" on your LEGS
16 Lbs. WEIGHT

4" on your WAIST
3’ on your HIPS
3" on your LEGS

11t16.

_
PERSONAL INSTRUCTION

Riflemen’s Season
Opens This Week
With Mail Match
The San Jose State rifle team’
opens its season this week with
a postal match against Middle
bury College of Vermont and M...
tana State University bet,
starting defense of its Santa Cl;
Valley and Northern Califon.
Intercollegiate Rifle Conferen,
titles next week.
Competition in a postal match
requires that each member of the
team shoot one recorded score
with the results being mailed to
the opposing teams to determin,
a winner.
The Spartan shooters open Bs .
duel meet season Tuesday again
the University of Santa Clara
Thursday against the Universo,
of California. Both matches will
be held in the local armory. Pw
bons on the team are still op, .
and those interested may app
in B-64.

15 Lbs. WEIGHT

Don’t become dull because of lack of
exercise. Stop in today at the San Jose
Health Club, 413 E. Santa Clara Street,
CY 7-3251. 3 blocks from campus.

RESULTS
GUARANTEED
or your
MONEY

STOP!
Don’t let yourself be framed . .
Wear
Their natural appearance and performance makes them a perfect
lution to your vision problem

CONTACT LENS CENTER
SPECIALISTS WITt 1 CORNEAL CONTACT LINSE
JOE ALLENFRANK JACKSON Technicians
213 S. FIRST

CV 7-5174

VISIT
San Jose State’s Hideaway
5c Juke Box

SAN REMO’S
WILOW off ALMADEN
CYpress 4-4009
Student Discount on Every Pizza

S-ARATOGA

EL

RANCHO.

Tuesday through Thursday .
Friday and Saturday . .
Sundays

.

f P.M. to 12:00 A.M.

.

5

P.M. to

1:30 A.M.

4 PM to 10:00 P.M.
Closed Mondays
A Congenial Staff To Serve You

/

LOCI(j
..--- .
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Engineers Draft
Nineteen Projects
Nineteen projects and displays for the Centennial Engineering
Open House have entered the drawing stage and some are under
construction by the three division options, said Bill Lawson, EOH
student chairman.
The Open House, scheduled for Jan. 3-5, is an annual engineaging event and will mark the 10th anniversary of San Jose State’s
Engineering Division.
All the hibits will be on display in the Engineering building
during three public shoeing,. of *
the

Open

House,

Lass son

indi-

voted. Os er 1000 persons are estimated

to attend the

program.
ow hoots

three-day

4pprovintately

and

10

junior

13 high
colleges

%sill send repreeentathes to the
Open House.
and danee
the E.011

is

In

alumni

being

dinner

planned by

Committee to cap tho

t entennial event Jan.

5

’uild To Play
Reunt1111 Tapes
On A I r Tt)tt t (fit I
I

"Homecoming Highlights" will
be the theme of this week’s Radio Guild Workshop presentation
on Radio KEEN tonight at 8:30
p.m.
The program. compiled under
the direction of Frank McCann.
assistant professor of speech, will
review the preparation which
went into Homecoming. It will
give on-the-spot coverage of the
rally, bonfire, parade and football game. Anna Beal’s reactions
to her selection as queen will be
presented by recording.
Students who have participated
in the presentation of the program
are Grant Salzman, Keith Glutsch,
Carol Card. Tom Bonetti, Terry
Simerly and Glen Pensinger.

ISO Club To Visit White House ’California Backs GOP;
carmel, Point Lobos Declares Ike Adlai Vote Increases
During Beach Tour In Good Shape
ISO members and guests will
:pend Saturday at Carmel, leavunz the Student Union at 8:30 a.m.
aid returning about 7 p.m., according to Kilulu Von Prince, program chairman. The group plans
to go to Point Lobos and Carmel
afission.
Miss Von Prince explained that
many foreign students have no opportunity to visit such areas because of trankportation
ties. This trip was arranged for
cultural benefits, as well as for
a group picnic and beach party.
hThini4,
wishing to attend
s mild sign up on the bulletin
huard outside of St134.
Each
person

must

provide

his

food

and transportation costs. %’arm

clothea, as well as beach wear,
Engineering major Jon Andershould be taken.
son. in charge of the Construction
ISO
is planning its big fall
Option for the E011. reports that
event. Sponsors Night, for Dec.
five projects will be on display
1 in the Student Union. Sponsors
in the Engineering building by his
of foreign students will be guests
department. A "shake table" will
of honor, but other guests. especibe made to simulate earthquakes
ally students who would be inby reproducing t h e horizontal
terested in the group, are invited.
of
the
earth.
Models
movements
This free program will include enof various superstructures will be
tertainment, a panel discussion
tested on this machine. Anderson
by students, dancing and refreshinformed.
ments.
Other Construction Option proRegular meetings are held
jects are a bridge design and
every Friday in Room 53 from
model made of plastic; a cross12:30-2:30 p.m. Anyone interested
section of a typical highway showis welcome to attend.
ing how the various materials are
systematically applied: a percolation dam. typical of Santa Clara
Valley, showing the effect of percolation through the darn on the
valleys water table: and a ƒkooden mill building demonstrating the
structural design procedure of a
Mu Phi Epsilon, national music sorority, and the San Jose Alumconventional woixien building to na Chapter will present a joint Founder’s Day Concert Sunday afterbe used in heavy duty service.
noon. Nov. I 8. The recital will be held in the Concert Hall at 3 p.m.
Five projects are being planBoth alumna and active chapter members will participate in
ned by the Electronics Option the concert, which will be followed by a reception in Room I 25.
of
under the student direction
Barbara Norton, junior music major, will open the program with
J ark Winchell, Lawson said. Chaconne in D minor for piano by Bach-Busoni.
These include a Theriman elecMrs. Katherine Sorenson, ate
device which
tronic musical
graduate of San Jose State, will
p
electronically creates quasi-muplay the second movement of the
sical effects of the type used in
Concerto for Flute by Jacques
in science fiction motion
piclbert. Mrs. Edith Eagan, also a
tures; and a stereophonic sound
Mu Phi Epsilon alumna. will ac- No. 1. Veterans’ Bonds: Yes 1,
demonsration given
by a tricompany Mrs. Sorenson.
2$5,748 No 282.315.
neural
tape recorder. Under
Bonnie Boline, junior voles No. 2, school Bonds: Yes 1.284,
construction is a device which
major, will sing -The Spirit’s 909 No 310.332.
electronically records and anaSong" by Ihodn. "Adieu Fords
Na 3, Consruction Bonds: Yes
lyzes
propagation
of
electrof orm
J’eanne
cl*
A r e"
by
1.188,764 No 350.454.
magnetic
radiation
in the atTschaikowsky
and "Song" by No. 4. Oil Conservation: Yes
mophere.
484,856 No 1,644.061.
Other projects planned by the Sammond. Dottie Smith will he
No. 5. Food in Bars: Yes 1,007,
Electronics Option are a Wilson her accompanist.
700 No 63L699.
cloud chamber and a microwave
Three junior flute students will
communication exhibit which will Illustrate the development of the No. 6, Church Tax Exemption:
illustrate the techniques used by flute from the recorder in the Yea 688,525 No 524,711.
the telephone in transmitting tele- 15th century to the French tap- No. 7, Changes Name of Assemphone and television programs by ered flute in the early 19th cen- bly: i’es 379,091 No 709,048.
microwave relay.
tury to the modern German Bo- No. 8, Legislative Budget SesThe Production Option of the ehm-system flute. They will per- sion: Yes 591,198 No 522.441.
division has planned for display form "Bouree in A minor" by No. 9, Borough Government:
panels showing some actual ma- J. F. Handel, on all three instru- Yes 4041,218 No 729,237.
terials used in construction. Head- ments. The flute players who No. 10, Civil Sers ice: Yes 546,
440 No 938, 679.
ed by engineering major Jim Ross,
the Production Option also has study with W. Wayne, Sorenson, No. II, County Charters: Yes
listed for display a coining die, a assistant professor of music, are 747,957 No 322,516.
plastic moulding die, a model of Kathy Ferguson. Terry Payton No. 12, State Indebtedness: Yes
526,903 No 543.758.
a lathe cutting tool. and optical and Lou Anne Bone.
No. 13, Alien Land Law Recomparator setting, a methods
Carol Cox, junior harpist, will pealer: Yes 730,953 No 382,820.
analysis project, and the process
of producing a specific part with play two pieces by the French No. 14, Legislative Employes:
operation and instruction sheets. composer Marcel Grandjany. Two Yes 648,466 No 385.421.
15. Public Water supplies:
Spanish dances will be played by No.
Yee 688,466 No 385,421.
violinist Gilds Mazzanti, a 1955 No. 16, supreme Court Appeals:
State graduate.
Yes 739,177 No 283,5146.
Closing the imcgram will be No, 17, Judges’ Salaries: Yes
sophomore Joan Goodwin, who 624,864 No 395,448.
No. 18, Inferior Court Judges:
FOR KENT
will play Johann es Brahm’s Yes 312,361 No 739,848.
Trailer for one or two me n.
"Scherzo in E-flat minor for pi- No. 19, State Boundries: Yes
Real privacy. Near school. Call
ano.
777.854 No 300,148.
CY 3-6797.

Music Sorority, Alums
To Give Joint Concert

3 Ahead
In Late Return

Vacancy at Sycamore Hall. 357
E. San Fernando. Kitchen prit
$25 a month.
WANTED
Share modem apt. Male student
Before 4:00 p.m. 755 S. 5th St.
Professional electric typing.
Thesis, term papers. Carol Anderson. CY 4-9326 evenings.
All kinds of typing at home. 41.25
an hr. Verna Orr. CL 8-6972.
Munk majors: Piano students
needed for part time job. Delk;
.1171 Canyon Hts. Dr.. Niles.
FOR SALE
194-9Pan American Trailer. 27’
and excellent opportunity for married student. Good condition. 170
Spartan City. CV 4-3632.
Small refrigerator. Good condition.
Call after 5:00 p.m. CY 4-9961.
140 E. Spartan City.
’51 Chry. Wdsr. Dlx. Any reas.
Offer. 347 S. 6th. CV 5-5504.
Mil Ford X dr. in good condition.
Good motor. R and H. CY 4-6810
Make offer.
_
.
1954 Jaguar
Convertible XK 120
62295.. CV 3-1454
LOST
Red notebook for Entomology
SO. Important. Return to InformstiOn Office In Tower.

- WASHINGTON, - - 4UPI
President Eisenhower rode out his
victorious reelection campaign today in "good physical shape."
The word on the President’s
condition came from White House
aides.
Many of the President’s associates were pleased by the President’s show of stamina in the
gruelling final few days of the
campaign when he was beset with
Soviet aggression in Hungary and
a Middle East crisis.
The 66-year-old Chief Executive---seeond oldest m a n ever
elected president appeared to
he in ruddy good condition. His
doctors agreed that he is.
Yet Mr. Eisenhower came up
to election day working a considerably longer day than before
his heart attack in September.
1955.
HAS BUSY DAY
He himself has said he was
supposed to husband his strength.
But he has maintained a highly
active schedule in recent weeks,
working from early morning to
close to midnight at the grinding job of coping with the Eastern
European and Middle East crises.
Maj. Gen. Howard Snyder, the
President’s Physician,
was reported happy about the President’s condition.
Snyder didn’t talk to newsmen
but White House aides gave his
opinion. Mr. Eisenhower underwent an extensive physical examination earlier this month. His
doctors said then that he was
in good shape.
NEEDS EXERCISE
Although the President’s weight
Is at a medically satisfactory 172,
his doctors said he needed exercise.
T h e Presidentbefore the
hlow-up In Hungary. Poland and
t h e Eastern Mediterranean
planned to take care of that by
leasing Washington

shortly

ter

one of his

the election

favorite

for

vacation spot st

af-

he

G.
National
Golf
Club.
But now the vacation is abandoned. The Preseident is expected
to remain in the Washington area
for an indefinite period because
of the international situation.
Augusta,

MIIAINTAINS

Mary Bartlett, aoph,,rr:we education major, announcen her engagement to Pedl Bareau at the
Catholic Worse’ l’s Center last
Sunday 1.,
easing chocolates.
Banta% at present, is working for
his M.A. at CSC. The couple plan
a spring wedding.
BIGGS-HOSPERS
The engagement of Jolly Ann
Hospers to Gerald Biggs was recently announced at the Gamma
Phi Beta house. Miss Hospers is a
junior business education major
from Menlo Park. Biggs, a former
&TS student, is now stationed in
Japan with the Marines.
HOUSTON- EMERSON
Sheila Emerson, Alpha Omicron
Pi, and Bob Houston, Delta Sigma
Phi, who recently announced their
engagement, were serenaded by
members of Houston’s fraternity.
JERNIGAN-CAPELLA
Don Jernigan, Kappa Tau, recently announced his engagement
to Helen Capella, Delta Zeta. Jernigan is a senior Industrial Rela-

tions major, while Miss Capella,
also a senior, is a G.E. major.
KARADUNIS-HOWE
Linda Howe, freshman K.P. major, recently announced her engagement to Ed Karadunis, San
Jose, Miss Howe is a resident of
Mountain View,
KNOWLES-KEY
A coketail party proceeding the
Coronation Ball last week was the
setting for the announcement of
the engagement of Sharon Key
and Daniel Knowles. Miss Key is
a sophomore social science major
and Knowles, a graduate music
student. The wedding is set for
Feb. 3.
PIERRERA-TANOFF
Alumnus Tony Pierrera announced his engagement to Jean
Tanoff, a former Alpha (’hi Omega. Pierrera currently is teaching
at Campbell.
RUTH-WALSH
Sherry Walsh passed a bridal
doll. to announce, her engagement
to KT Ted Ruth at the Kappa

The
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three-to-
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By voting
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to
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to the White Douse for another
term, California
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record of voting for
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every
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Presidential

election

since 1918.

As far as the 19 ballot propositions went, there were few surprises, except possibly the extent
of the defeat of Proposition 4, the
controversial o i 1 conservation
measure. Four lost by more than
a three-to-one margin.
RUN AWAY WIN
President Eisenhower and his
California-born running m a t e,
Richard M. Nixon, won going
away in the Golden State -- but
not by as much as they did four
years ago.
Returns from 20,412 of the
state’s 25,049 precincts gave the
Eisenhower-Nixon

ticket

House of Representatives.
Before yesterday’s election, the
GOP held a firm grip on the
state’s Congressional delegation
by a margin of 19-11.
But there were indications, although returns were not conclusive, that Democrats might pick
up as many as three seats, paring
the Republican edge to 16-14,
GOP LOSERS
Potential GOP losers in Congressional fights were incumbent
Leroy Johnson in the 11th District; John F. Baldwin, Jr., in the
sixth and Jacquelitat Cochran Odium, wealthy aviatrix who campaigned for the 28th Congressional
District seat held for 14 years
by Republican John Phillips of
Banning.
Leading in those three contests in the early-morning hours
were

John J.

teca

in

Two Spartan Weddings
MURDICK-BRUIKLEY
Nancy Brumley revealed to the
girls living at Walton Hall that
she was wed to Jack Murdick during the summer.
PELTON-DA [SALT
Gordan Pulton, Theta Chi, exchanged wedding vows with the
former Eleanor Da Dalt last Saturday at St. Catherine’s Catholic
Church in Burlingame. Pelton is a
senior math major from San Leandro while the bride is from
Burlingame.

II.

to

1,572,602

Stevenson

and

for

Latest

returns

Estes

E.

Kefauver.

tion

bond

issue,

overwhelming
With

20,412

precincts

1,507,091

had

1,760,095
Richard

F’or Proposition

4, with 14,473 precincts counted.
the "yes" vote was 615,360 and
the

"no" tally 2,112,881.

_While Democrats lost the big
ones, they still made a better
showing in the overall picture in
California than they did in 1952.
ADLAI GAINS
Four years ago, Mr. Eisenhower
defeated Stevenson by 700,000
votes and captured 50 of the
states 58 counties. In yesterday’s
election, on the basis of returns
from almost two-thirds of the precincts in the state, Stevenson was
leading in 15 counties.
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construc-

carried

by

in

an
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HOW ABOUT YOU?
ARE YOU ON TARGET?

total of 1,1148,

favored the propwat ion, only
were opposed.

Proposition 5, which repeals the
requirement that food must be
served in bars, also won approval
of the voters.
But Proposition 10, which would
have permitted the employment
of non-civil servicearchitects and
engineers to work on state construction jobs, was batted down.
Apparently, so was No. 9 on the
ballot which provided for a borough form of government in chartered counties.

545 S. 2nd St.

254 S. 2N.":
Glosses Gladly

CY 5-2747
Adjusfed

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Bourbon’s
French Laundry
Cash and Carry
15% DISCOUNT

30 seats in the U.S.

Alpha Eta Sigma will meet tonight at 8 o’clock at the First
Federal Savings and Loan Building. Dr. Joseph Trickett will be
guest speaker.
California Student Teachers Association will meet tonight at 8
o’clock in E118. Dr. Clark Robinson will speak on "The Accelerated Program at Cal."
Channing Club will see a clinical film on hypnotic behavior at
a meeting at 7:30 o’clock in the
Fireside Room of the Unitarian
Church.
Canterbury Club will discuss
"C hristian Forgivenesa" at a
meeting tonight at 7:30 o’clock
in the Chapel. The public is invited.
Hui 0 Kamstalna will meet tonight at 7 o’clock in Room 107.
International Students AnaociaHon will ’Meet tomorrow at 12:30
p.m. in Room 53.
Iota Delta Phi will meet tonight
at 7:30 o’clock at the home of
Dr. Gregory. "Those wishing transportation are asked to meet in
front of the Catholic Women’s
Center.
Social Affairs Committee will
meet today at 3:30 p.m. in Room
20.
Tel Sigma will meet Tuesday at
7 p.m. in the Student Union. Walter Eastman, Santa Clara County
Juvenile Department officer, will
be guest speaker.

DR. CHENNELL
OPTOMETRIST

85c
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSEA

their best chance to gain ground

. 1
eettngs,

Precision begins w;th good
vision. Make sure you’re not
cheating yourself by coming
in for a checkup.

DINNER SPECIAL
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS
SOUP
POTATOES
VEGETABLE
BREAD & BUTTER
Large Bottl, of Milk I Oc

on Republicans in the battles for
California’s

ON TARGET!

Richards
350,454

of Los Angeles.

Pox

A1NT b WALLPAPER&O.

Roberts

margin

against
784

for

CM

counted,
day’s elections. A

Kuchel

MAKE YOUR OWN
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Udimeal Pape,
Silver-fleck Paper.
Rice Papers
Colored Charcoal Paper’.
Envel-r, f’

Man-

show

1,909.

Adliti

74

dentist, In the

Proposition No. 3, the
297

zre’Algtkitqf

Sound. a naturalized Sikh aml a judge in
Westmorland, in the 29th.
STATE PROPOSITIONS
As for the important issues
among the 19 ballot propositions,
the three bond issues which held
the top spots on the ballot all
were approved. They will provide
$800 million to build more public
schools, state .colleges, prisons,
mental hospitals and state buildings and finance the veterans’
farm and home loan purchase pro..
grant.

In the farm belt, particularly,

Alpha Theta house recently. Ruth
is a senior, majoring in business
, administration and Miss Walsh
Is a sophomore business major.
TROTTER-HUFF
Cigars were passed to the members of Lambda Chi Alpha this
week to announce the engagement
of FA Trotter to Nancy Huff. Miss
Huff, at present teaching in Concord, was graduated from Whitman College in Washington.

I ith ;

of

Nov. 14 is the deadline for students expecting to be graduated
in February to make their graduation application at the Graduation Office, Room 122.

sixth and Dalip S.

PACE

T h e President’s diet is only
moderately restricted. Snyder does
not want him to eat high caloric
desserts or foods with rich sauces.
Snyder also discourages Presidential cansumption of dairy products
in any quantity because their fat
content might complicate Mr. Eisenhower’s residual heart condition.

the

McFall

Quinney, Vallejo

There has been little evidence the Stevenson-Kefauser ticket
that the Chief Executive is re- did all right. But the Demostricted in his activities because cratic duo was no match for
of his coronary thrombosis or his "Ike and Dick" in populous Los
abdominal surgery for an intes- Angeles County and other heavy
tinal obstruction last June. His vote centers.
principal concession to his recent LA. BACKS 1(1.7HEL
illnesses is a daily afternoon rest.
Democratic leaders before tshe
Fie also continues to take
election agreed that Richards had
anti
coagulant drugs
to slow
to win in Los Angeles County by
down his blood clotting rate and
plenty in order to counteract Kutakes a segetable-base medicine
chel’s strength in other counties.
to facilitate his bowel action.
This the
candidate
He swims occasionally in the failed to doDemocratic
and when all the
White House pool and on some precincts are finally in, Los Anafternoons shifts into sports geles apparently
will record a
clothes and goes out on the White 100,000-vote majority or better
House south lawn to practice golf for Kuchel.
shots aimed at his valet, John
Democrats
apparently had
Moaney.

Spartans Tell of Pinnings,
Weddings, Fall Engagements
BARSTAU-BARTLETT

SAN FRANCISCO tUP)California lined up solidly in the Republican column again today by
sending U.S. Sen. Thomas H. Kuchel back to Washington for six
more years and handing 32 electoile! votes to the Ike-Nixon ticket.
In an election unexpectedly easy
for the GOP, Republicans preserved a slimmed-down majority
in California’s 30-man delegation
to the House of Representatives
and kept the party in power in
both houses of the State Legislature.

Grad Applications
Due Wednesday

378 W. Santa Clara Si,

CYpress 5-1767

E. DALMON

I serthods ricked (hi J. Paid Slieed)* Till
1%ildroot Cream-Oil Cate Him Confidence

breaking up with your girl?" asked Sheedy’s
don’t know," wailed J. Paul, "She gave me back my diamond
wing and told me to hawk it. What makes her cstri-on so?" "Beciaws your
hair’s mess," said his roomie. "If feather guy needed
Wildroot Cream-Oil, it’s you." So Sheedy went to the
"What’s this I hear a vulture
roommate. "I

store and pecked up a bottle. Now he’s flying high with
his tweeds again, heakause
handsome

his hair looks

healthy, the way Nature intended. Neat hut

and

sot greasy.

Wildroot contains Lanolin, Nature’s finest hair and scalp
conditioner. So don’t
stick your neck out taking

pm

chances with messy

hair. Get

bottle or handy tube of

Wildroot Cream-Oil the nest time you’re at the store.The
girls’il soon he talon you what
bird you air!

s handsome

*of

1 it So. Harris

Rd., Williamsville, N. Y.

Wildroot Cream-Oil
gives you confidence

